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SoftLiss Diamond Laser Treatment Step by Step
1. Dilate Cuticle: PREPARE HAIR TO RECEIVE TREATMENT

Use sterilizing Shampoo (Step 1).

Wash 3 times and the final time leave it on hair for:

-5 Minutes in hair streaked and sensitized

-10 Minutes on hair that has not ever been treated and resistant hair

Rinse with lukewarm water

Once the hair has been washed, dry from hair about 60% MOISTURE with the HELP of a HAIR
DRYER with the "freestyle" with average temperature.

2. APPLY TREATMENT

Divide the hair into quadrants.

Shake the treatment bottle very well (Step 2) and pour into a bowl (non-metal).

Always try to use just what is necessary and not return product to the container.
APPROXIMATE AMOUNTS:

Short / medium hair 40 ml - 1 oz

Long Hair / shoulder 60 ml - 2 oz

Long Hair / back 75 ml - 3 oz

Extra long and thick hair 120 ml - 4 oz

This amount varies according to the hair length and the level of dehydration.

Once the hair is divided into quadrants, start the application process from the neck. Select thin
strands and apply the product with a brush using the same technique as if you were applying a
tint.

NOTE: It is recommended to use a paintbrush PREFERABLY FROM SILICON. Use a comb to
remove excess product and proceed to use the PHOTON HAIR slowly section by section 2 or 3
times to allow the product to successfully penetrate. Once the process is finished, let the hair rest
for 10 minutes.

NOTE: PHOTON HAIR should be used by trained professionals.

After 10 minutes of rest, make sure you dry the MOISTURE 100% with a HAIR DRYER
freestyle on medium temperature.
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Option 1: Rebellious Hair strong root: Proceed to dry and stretch round the roots well with a
smooth hair brush.

Option 2: Hair with moderate waves. Aerate your hair with the help of a comb to dry completely.

SEALED cauterized: To give a smooth end result, selected strands of very fine hairs of a
centimeter thick. Or if you prefer a result of natural and hydrated smooth, selected strands of
very fine hair 3 inches thick. Ironing friction should be 6-7 times per strand, achieving a
luminous effect. The result depends heavily on a good process of cauterization. You can also use
the iron-half inch for shorter or very wavy hair roots so you have a better effect.

TIPS FOR SELECTION OF TEMPERATURE:

CASE 1: CHEMICALLY TREATED HAIR VERY FINE OR WICKS: NANO TITANIUM 420
° F.

CASE 2: QUIMCAMENTE TREATED HAIR THICK AND RESISTANT; NANO TITANIUM
450 ° F or 450 ° F. TURMALINA

Once completed the process your customer will enjoy a vital, healthy and beautiful hair. Then
you can cut, style or just enjoy a beautiful hair style without restrictions.


